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Air
Wind Whirlers 4+

Science skills
Children make a wind toy and observe as the wind plays with it, 

and they practice fine motor skills.

Materials 
Discarded miniblinds (lead-free, vinyl or aluminum), from a local thrift store
Hole punch String
Large beads Yarn
Markers

What to do
1. Before you make the wind whirlers, disassemble the blinds and sterilize them in bleach water.

Allow to dry. Then, cut the slats into 6” (15 cm) pieces, rounding off the edges. Now punch
a hole in the center of each slat.

2. Place the beads and slats on a table for children to string.
3. An adult ties one bead to the end of the yarn, and then instructs children to alternate slats

and beads. Children can take turns stringing one classroom whirler, or each child may work
on his own.

4. Allow the children to string as long as they like.
5. Top off the string with a loop for hanging, and mark each child’s name on a slat.
6. Hang the whirler outside and watch the wind play!

H Dani Rosentsteel, Payson, AZ

Jet Balloon Races 5+
Science skills

Children have fun observing balloon races and predicting
how far each balloon will go. 

Materials 
Balloons, all the same size 
2 pieces of smooth string, each at least 10’ (3 m) long
Masking tape
2 wooden chairs
1” (2.5 cm) piece of large plastic drinking straw, 1 per balloon
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What to do
1. Tie one end of each

string to the back of
each chair.

2. Explain that as the
air rushes out of a
blown up balloon, it
will push the balloon
in the opposite
direction.

3. Blow up two bal-
loons to approxi-
mately the same
size. Pinch the ends
closed but do not tie off. Tape a piece of plastic drinking straw to the side of each balloon. 

4. Thread the untied end of the string through the straw so that the balloon is close to the chair.
Make sure that the untied end of the balloon is facing away from the chairs.

5. Hold the strings taut. At “ready, set, go,” release the balloons. Which balloon goes farthest?
6. If one string is held horizontally, while the other string is held at an ascending angle, which

wins? If one string is held horizontally, while the other string is held at a descending angle,
which wins? If the strings are held at the same level and the second balloon is blown up to
twice the size of the first balloon, which wins? After each experiment, ask the children why
they think the results they observed happened.

Related book
Curious George Gets a Medal by H. A. Rey

H Christina Chilcote, New Freedom, PA

5+ Parachutes
Science skills

Children make their own parachutes and fly them 
to observe and predict air flow.

Materials 
Unbleached muslin fabric, cut into 8” (20 cm) circles
Fabric markers or crayons
Yarn or thin string, cut into 18” (45 cm) pieces, 4 pieces for each parachute
Large-eyed needles
Empty thread spools (may be purchased from craft supply catalogs or stores)

What to do
1. The children use the markers or crayons to decorate their circles of muslin.
2. Thread a piece of string or yarn through a needle. You will need to tie a piece of the string

Air
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